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Abstract In this paper, we describe an approach to
camera metadata estimation using regression based on
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Semantic scene
classification of images using camera metadata related
to capture conditions has had some success in the past.
However, different makes and models of camera capture
different types of metadata and this severely hampers
the application of this kind of approach in real systems
that consist of photos captured by many different users.
We propose to address this issue by using regression
to predict the missing metadata from observed data,
thereby providing more complete (and hence more use-
ful) metadata for the entire image corpus. The proposed
approach uses an ICA based approach to regression.

1 Introduction

Semantic scene classification in image collections is cur-
rently a very active research area. The vast majority of
approaches use low-level image features derived exclu-
sively from scene content. Boutell et al [1] conducted
an extensive survey on the state of the art in this area.
They examined the features available, such as low-level
features and camera metadata, and also provided a brief
review of the learning and inference engines used for clas-
sification, e.g. k-nearest neighbour, Bayesian Classifier,
etc.. They provided a review of scene classification sys-
tems and divided these systems into two types. Exemplar
based systems use pattern recognition techniques using
low-level image features or semantic features. Model-
based approaches leverage the expected configuration
of a scene. Interestingly, the use of camera metadata is
not mentioned in any of the systems reviewed. The use
of camera metadata, in combination with low-level fea-
tures, is discussed in [2]. Here, a Bayesian network is used
to fuse content-based data and metadata, with some
promising results in specific contexts (e.g. indoor/outdoor
classification).

One difficulty with such approaches is the non stan-
dard way in which digital cameras produce metadata.
Although the Exchangeable Image File Format (EXIF)
standard (http://www.exif.org) specifies the types of meta-
data available in digital cameras, different cameras from
different manufacturers, produce different sets of meta-
data. This makes the use of image metadata in any
scene classification system featuring content from multi-
ple users extremely difficult. For example, the data used
in our experiments is from the MediAssist collection [3]
which currently consists of 11,203 images from 16 differ-
ent users. Multiple models of digital camera were used
in gathering this data and the metadata captured is not
uniform across the test corpus.

In this paper, we demonstrate an approach to es-
timate the missing metadata, based on observed val-
ues for other images. In Section 2, we provide a high
level description of the metadata used in the experi-
ment. Section 3 describes our regression algorithm which
is based on ICA. Section 4 describes the experiment we
performed, whilst Section 5 outlines the results obtained.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Digital Camera and System Metadata

The MediAssist collection of images used in our exper-
iments consists of Exif metadata, as well as metadata
specific to the MediAssist system. This includes GPS
location information, captured using separate GPS de-
vices when the photos were taken, location information
downloaded from online gazetteers, local weather infor-
mation, again downloaded after the event, user specific
information, and manually annotated image information
[4].

Not all of this metadata is relevant to our experi-
ments and, in fact, the problem with missing informa-
tion is only related to Exif information taken directly
from digital cameras. However, the non Exif metadata
is used in order to aid estimation of the missing data.
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2.1 Exif Metadata

Exif is a specification for the image file format used by
digital cameras. It is an open standard developed by
the Japan Electronics Industry Development Associa-
tion (JEIDA).

The metadata tags defined in the Exif standard cover
a broad spectrum. It includes date and time informa-
tion which digital cameras record and save in the meta-
data; camera settings, which includes static information
such as the camera model and make, and information
that varies with each image such as orientation, aper-
ture, shutter speed, focal length; location information,
which could come from a GPS receiver connected to the
camera. Very few cameras currently support this, so a
separate GPS device was used in the MediAssist project.

For our purposes, the information related to the cam-
era settings and, therefore, the image capture conditions
is the most relevant as most cameras will record the
date/time information and location based information
can be acquired after the photo has been captured. Ex-
amples of some of the metadata used can be seen in
Table’s 2 & 3 below.

2.2 Metadata Estimation

We created five databases of differing sizes and covering
different metadata fields. Our main focus when creat-
ing these databases was to create a subset of the image
collection containing a full set of metadata information,
whilst focusing in particular on the Exif data. A lot of
information available in the system was discounted at
this point, as it was not particularly relevant to our
experiments (e.g. manually annotated data). The final
databases contained metadata broadly drawn from Exif
information, location based GPS and gazetteer informa-
tion, and user information.

The sizes of the databases, and the number of meta-
data fields available in each, are outlined in the table
below. A number of fields were common to all databases

Table 1 Database Sizes

Database No. of Images No. Of Metadata fields

A 5635 24

B 5661 24

C 7010 23

D 4905 24

E 4869 27

(e.g. Exif Fnumber, Exif ExposureProgCode). However,
certain fields were only available in one (or more) data-
bases, but not all (e.g. Exif Brightness was only avail-
able in databases A and E, whilst Exif FlashValueCode
was only available in databases B and C). Our approach

(outlined below) was then used to estimate the miss-
ing metadata, based on information learned from the
remaining images in the database. The metadata fields
being estimated are manually removed from the test cor-
pus, so the estimated results can be easily compared to
the original values in order to evaluate the approach.

3 Estimation using ICA Regression

A detailed description of our overall system is provided
in this section.

3.1 Independent Component Analysis

ICA is a statistical method which aims to express a set
of observed variables as a linear combination of indepen-
dent variables. Let us denote by x = x1, ..., xn the ob-
served variables, and likewise by s = s1, ..., sn the inde-
pendent underlying sources. Hence, the ICA model can
be expressed as:

x = As (1)

The difficulty of ICA is to estimate both the sources
s and the linear mixtures A at the same time, know-
ing only the observed variable x. In [5], Comon showed
it was possible assuming only statistical independence
between the sources and, at most, only one Gaussian
source. However, two ambiguities remain regarding the
estimates. The first is that their magnitude is known
give or take a scale factor. Note that this still leaves the
ambiguity of the sign (we could multiply an indepen-
dent component by -1 without affecting the model). The
second ambiguity is that we cannot determine the order
of the independent components, and a permutation of
them will not change the result.

In [6] the authors note that the model in Eq. (1) is
well-defined if, and only if, the components si are non-
Gaussian. This is a fundamental requirement and is due
to the fact that the sum of independent random vari-
ables has a distribution that is closer to Gaussian than
any of the independent variables (according to the Cen-
tral Limit Theorem). Thus, they can be used as measures
of non-Gaussianity for ICA estimation. In the same pa-
per they derive a fixed-point iteration scheme for ICA
estimation called FastICA. The convergence of this al-
gorithm is cubic (or at least quadratic), whilst other ICA
algorithms based on gradient descent methods have only
a linear convergence.

3.2 ICA Regression

Regression, in general, is the problem of estimating one
variable given the values of some other variable or vari-
ables. In [7], Hyvarinen & Bingham propose to use ICA
to achieve regression. They state the problem as fol-
lows. The variables of x are arranged so that the k
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first variables form the vector of the observed variables
xo = (x1, ..., xk)T , and the remaining variables form the
vector of the missing variables xm = (xk+1, ..., xq)T .
Thus the ICA model can be rewritten as(

Xo

Xm

)
=

(
Ao

Am

)
s. (2)

Hence, the regression problem is expressed in terms
of the ICA model. The task is to predict xm for a given
observation of xo. To be able to predict xm, we must use
(an estimate of) the joint probability distribution of x.
Given that regression x̂m can be conventionally defined
as the conditional expectation E{xm|xo}, Hyvarinen &
Bingham propose the approximation below:

E {xm|xo} ≈ Amg(AT
o xo) (3)

where the nonlinearity gi(u) equals the negative score
function p′

i/pi of the probability density of si plus an
arbitrary linear term. For example, the tanh function is
the score function of a mildly super-Gaussian distribu-
tion. So, the missing metadata xm can be approximated
using Eq. (3), where Am and Ao are the mixing matri-
ces obtained by learning and xo represents the known
dimensions of the testing data.

3.3 Estimation of the Nonlinearity

In the experiments of [7], the distribution of the inde-
pendent components si are known. For example, the ex-
perimental data used in their experiments is generated
according to distributions that are either strongly super-
Gaussian, Laplacian or weakly super-Gaussian. There-
fore, the nonlinearities given by the score functions can
be easily calculated in each of these situations and used
in the approximation to estimate xm.

In our experiments, however, the distribution of the
si are unknown. Therefore, the nonlinearity given by the
score function is also unknown. We propose to use an
identity function as the nonlinearity gi(u). This means
that the approximation in Eq. (3) becomes:

E {xm|xo} ≈ Am(AT
o xo) (4)

We can interpret the vector AT
o xo as an initial linear

estimate of s:
ŝ = (AT

o xo) (5)

Thus, the estimation of the missing metadata xm is
basically a linear reconstruction of the form xm = Amŝ.

4 Experiment

The data was first divided into two equally sized sets
- one for learning and one for testing. The independent
components were generated using the FastICA algorithm

and the mixtures x were divided into observed xo and
missing xm. The dimensionality of xm was initially set
to 1 or 2 in order to aid the visualisation of the results.
In the preprocessing phase, the value of the missing vari-
able xm was first predicted by linear regression, and the
residual of this regression was used in place of xm in
the remainder of the algorithm. After this linear predic-
tion, the variables in xo and xm were whitened. The ICA
estimation on the training data set gave the estimated
values for the source signals s and the mixing matrix

A =
(

Ao

Am

)
(6)

The test data set was used to compute estimates for
the missing variable xm. The value of the missing vari-
able xm was predicted using our approximation in Eq.
(4). The success of the approximation is measured by
the correlation coefficient between the true value of the
missing variable and the value given by our approxima-
tion.

5 Results

The table below contains the best results obtained using
our approximation. It should be noted that the results

Table 2 Exif fields with highest correlation coefficients

Metadata Name Corr. Coef Database

ExifBrightness 0.9802 E

ExposureV alue 0.9693 E

ExifBrightness 0.9476 A

ExifExposureT ime 0.9423 E

ExifFnumber 0.9146 E

ExifISOSpeed 0.9120 E

ExifShutterSpeed 0.8634 E

ExifFnumber 0.8350 A

ExifISOSpeed 0.8343 A

ExifFocalLengthNum 0.8246 D

ExifSubjectDistRangeCode 0.7706 A

ExifSubjectDistRangeCode 0.6657 B

ExifBrightness 0.6657 D

displayed above were obtained when only that particu-
lar variable was missing from the test data set (i.e. the
dimensionality of xm is set to 1). When the dimension-
ality of xm was set to 2 or more, the performance of the
algorithm detiorated rapidly.

The best results are obtained with databases A &
E, with Exif Brightness having the highest correlation
coefficient in both cases. Other metadata fields with high
correlation coefficients in both of these databases include
Exif Fnumber and Exif ISOSpeed. It is clear, however,
comparing databases A & E, that the results in database
E are superior.
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It should also be noted that the ExposureV alue ob-
tained above is not an Exif datatype. This is a field gen-
erated in the MediAssist system and is a combination
of shutter speed, aperture setting and ISO speed. It is
also, therefore, a particularly useful field to be able to
estimate.

Results obtained from the other databases were not
as useful. For example, the highest correlation coefficient
in database D is Exif FocalLengthNum with a correlation
coefficient of 0.8246. Similarly for database B, the high-
est correlation coefficient obtained was 0.6657 for Exif
SubjectDistanceRangeCode. In database C, the highest
correlation coefficient obtained for a potentially useful
Exif value was Exif Fnumber with a value of 0.5983.

However, it is worth noting that in all of the data-
bases used in these experiments, high values for the cor-
relation coefficient were obtained for various other meta-
data information in the database. However, none of this
information was deemed to be useful in terms of a real-
istic practical application of metadata estimation. Table
4 below shows a selection of the metadata fields esti-
mated with the highest correlation coefficient in each
database. The high correlation coefficients obtained for

Table 3 Metadata fields with highest correlation coefficients

Metadata Name Corr. Coef Database

ExifDateTaken 0.9983 A

LocalT imeMonth 0.9965 A

ExifDateTaken 0.9998 B

LocalDateT imeTaken 0.9986 B

ExifDateTaken 0.9997 C

LocalT imeMonth 0.9991 C

ExifDateTaken 0.9998 D

LocalDateT imeTaken 0.9986 D

LocalT imeMonth 0.9990 E

LocalDateT imeTaken 0.9977 E

these examples prove the viability of this approach to
regression. High correlation coefficient scores were also
obtained for many other fields in the database (e.g. Sun-
light, Exif HeightInPixels, etc.), again showing the vi-
ability of this approach. So, although this information
is not particularly interesting to estimate in the context
of this application, as one would always expect to have
these fields available, the algorithm may be useful in a
different context on different data.

The fields in table 2 then, represent those which may
be useful to predict in a realistic setting. It is also worth
noting that, although Database E was the smallest in
terms of the number of images, it contained the largest
amount of metadata fields to use for training & testing.

Discrepancies between the results obtained from other
databases are harder to interpret. Exif Brightness was
not included in Databases B & C, so this may explain
some of the poor performance in those databases (due to
the fact that it had a high correlation coefficient in A &

E). However, Database D contains Exif Brightness, and
still had relatively poor correlation coefficient scores. A
more detailed analysis is required to interpret the results
further, but clearly the algorithm is very sensitive to the
fields available for learning. In particular, database E
contained the most Exif information, so it would appear
that this information is critical in order to acquire good
results.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has demonstrated the potential of the ICA
based approach to regression. The high correlation co-
efficients obtained for certain Exif data fields prove the
viability of the approach, however work needs to be done
to improve the system into one which could be used in
a realistic setting. The fact that other fields can be esti-
mated accurately, however, demonstrates that this gen-
eral approach may be useful in different application set-
tings.

Future work will focus on the refinement of the algo-
rithm outlined in this work, in order to improve results.
The estimation of the nonlinearity gi(u) used in Eq. (3)
may be improved by using a non-parametric approach
to density estimation. This should improve the obtained
results. Another approach under consideration is the im-
plementation of a numerical integration approach to es-
timating the missing variables.
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